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Figure 1: A design for a small farmers market on an abandoned lot created using the PatternPainter design tool.

ABSTRACT
The physical urban environment has been shown to play a large
role in community resilience and well-being, but processes to plan
for, revitalize, and repair these environments often show the goals
of local residents to be at odds with ofcial agendas. My research
focuses on building co-creative design aids for ordinary citizens to
help them create expert-level visualizations to communicate plans
for tactical, urban revitalization projects in their communities. I
rely on a variety of both technical and qualitative methods to build
tools and algorithmic techniques as well as understand the scope
of design knowledge of novice community members.
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1

MOTIVATION

Research shows that the physical infrastructure and design of a
community can have enormous impacts on its residents’ health and
well-being [13, 15, 16, 25, 30]. Therefore, it is very important that
residents have a say in the design of their neighborhoods. However,
participatory design (PD) in urban planning, the process by which
residents have their voices heard, has long sufered from a variety
of problems making it far less democratic than theory suggests [14].
Four of the major issues are as follows:
Money. Running public meetings and listening sessions is expensive. One design expert with whom I have spoken said ideally he
would be able to have at least three community meetings just dedicated to listening to community comments and concerns before
beginning any design exercises or workshops [34]. However, running meetings and hiring design experts costs money, and in the
reality of today’s municipal budgets this is almost never feasible.
Time. Public meetings or comment periods can add time to the
project at hand, which often raises costs. Furthermore the meetings
themselves are often scheduled at times that are not convenient
for citizens to participate. Consider the instance of a Chicago community that put together a digital petition to protest the addition
of a ffth pawnshop to their neighborhood. Despite knowledge of
the petition and its widespread support, local ofcials approved
the shop, because not enough people showed up to the meeting to
dissent in person—a meeting that was held on a Wednesday at 10
am [10]. There hardly seems to be a less convenient time to hold a
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public meeting in a poorer, primarily working class neighborhood
than mid-morning on a weekday.
Who participates. Whether it is due to time constraints or other
factors, the citizens who regularly show up to public meetings are
not generally a representative sample of community demographics. with research showing participants tend toward those who
are whiter and wealthier [9]. These residents often represent the
status quo—typically representing the NIMBY, meaning "Not in my
Backyard," perspective—and since they show up (per the previous,
are able to show up) they have their voices heard the the status quo
often stands.
Bias. Not only is there bias in who shows up, the ofcials themselves are sometimes biased (explicitly or not), meaning the desires
of wealthier, whiter communities are often prioritized. In the same
study as the pawnshop example, researchers found in observing
regular community policing meetings that while the local ofcials
and police chief often showed up themselves to meetings in the
wealthier, whiter community, they usually sent representatives
with no actual decision making authority to meetings in the poorer,
blacker community [10].
In response to the issues surrounding participatory processes
in urban planning, some citizens have taken matters into their
own hands, in a movement that has come to be known as tactical
urbanism [20]. However, even DIY-urbanism costs both time and
sometimes money. Furthermore, it requires a certain level of vision
to imagine new uses for urban spaces; for instance, turning parking
spaces into small parks (parklets) [2].
I believe that all residents should have the power to afect change
in the physical design of their cities. To that end, my research
agenda focuses on building technological tools to help ordinary
citizens envision improvements to their urban environments and to
come together to take action. Specifcally, my focus is building cocreative agents based on expert design knowledge to help residents
re-imagine their urban surrounds.

2

BACKGROUND

My dissertation work sits at the intersection of two research topics
that have been explored in the HCI community—urban planning
and creativity.
There is a large body of work in HCI exploring various aspects
of urban planning [5, 17, 29, 33, 36, 37]. However, a large portion
of this work focuses on augmenting or improving the traditional
participatory design process [6, 7, 22]. In contrast, my work looks
to subvert this process entirely, by placing total control into the
hands of citizens. While there has been some work in the context of
grassroots movements with regard to urban issues [4, 8, 12], as far as
I can fnd it has not been directly connected to the tactical urbanism
movement, and often focuses more on upkeep tasks [23, 28] than
the complete re-design or re-programming of public space.
Creativity has also been explored in a number of contexts by
the HCI community, including in group work [35], with children
[39], and in music and poetry [3, 31]. In fact, it is included in the
seven grand challenges of HCI [32]. In the last decade or so, a great
deal of the work in creativity has focused on co-creative systems,
which leverage the power of machine learning to enhance or expand support for the creative process in some domain [11, 24]. The
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Figure 2: The PatternPainter user interface with a partially
completed design for a recreation space for teens.

HCI community has explored co-creative systems in a variety of
contexts, such as sketching [26], journalism [21], music creation
[19], and even recipe creation [27]. However, aside from work producing digital street art [18], we have seen very limited examples of
co-creative systems being leveraged in the urban context, and not
at all in the context of helping novice users redesign their urban
environments.

3

PROJECTS

My dissertation work currently consists of three main projects.
Each of these projects is a stepping stone to toward the overarching
goal of producing a complete co-creative system to create designs
for tactical, urban revitalization.

3.1

PatternPainter

PatternPainter is a system to allow ordinary citizens to redesign
their urban environments. Specifcally, it focuses on the case of
revitalizing an abandoned lot, one of the simplest projects in the
tactical urbanism space, but shown to be highly efective in improving the well being of near-by residents [13, 25, 30]. Figure 1 shows
a design for a farmers market produced using PatternPainter.
PatternPainter was built using the Unity game engine, and has a
simple user interface that allows objects to be added to the scene
and manipulated using simple mouse controls and keyboard commands. The PatternPainter UI can be seen in Figure 2. The objects in
PatternPainter were inspired by patterns from Christopher Alexander’s classic planning book, A Pattern Language: Towns, Buildings,
Construction [1]; in particular, those patterns describing varied uses
for public space.
Ideally, PatternPainter would be evaluated in situ, working with
community partners to help facilitate the redesign of a neighborhood space. However, due to constraints posed by the Covid-19
pandemic, this type of study is infeasible at this time, so in order
to do an initial evaluation of PatternPainter I recently conducted a
series of online experiments using Amazon’s Mechanical Turk. In
the frst experiment, participants created designs based on twelve
scenarios detailing diferent uses for the space, including the one
shown in Figure 1. Other scenarios included a family park, a community garden, outdoor entertainment space, and recreation space for
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Figure 3: The CommYOUnity Data Site, where people can
upload images or videos of their neighborhoods along with
descriptions of what they love and what they would like to
see changed.

the elderly. In the second experiment, these designs were rated on a
series of eight metrics, including play (the availability of activities
for children), access to nature (the inclusion of elements of nature
such as trees, fowers, gardens, or animals), and sociability (a space
conducive to socializing with friends and neighbors). Participants
also described each design in terms of what they felt its primary use
or purpose and audience would be. The experiments showed that
PatternPainter allowed users to communicate the intended designs,
and create highly social spaces.
Currently, PatternPainter contains one scene, based on a common urban revitalization scenario. Our plans for the future are to
create a gamifed, mobile version of PatternPainter that will allow
users, in particular we hope to target young people, to iteratively
and collaboratively create designs to revitalize spaces in their neighborhoods. This will include embedding PatternPainter in the real
world using GIS technology an expanding the types of available
revitalization projects to include settings beyond abandoned lots.
We also intend to make PatternPainter open source to allow it to
remain accessible to all users.

3.2

CommYOUnity Data Project

In order to create co-creative agents for urban design and revitalization, it is important to frst capture the "design-knowledge
gap" between ordinary citizens and design experts, and this is the
purpose of the CommYOUnity Data Project.
Currently, we are in the data capture phase, which consists of
three distinct tasks. The frst task is to collect data from ordinary
people about how they view their physical environments. We created a simple site, shown in Figure 3, to allow people to upload
images or videos of their neighborhoods, along with a short description of "the elements of the image you’d like to see improved
and / or what you love about the space." To date, we have collected nearly 40 image-caption pairs. We have found that while
some captions contain an analysis of the landscape and suggestions
for improvement (see Figure 4 Top), most are merely descriptive
(see Figure 4 Bottom), indicating a lack of "design thinking" from
ordinary people.
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The second data collection task consists of interviews with design
experts centered around the following questions:
1) What do you think diferentiates thinking from a design or planning
perspective compared to someone without design or planning training
/ experience?
2) Describe an example of something in physical space you might see
in a diferent way than someone without design or planning training.
Currently, I have conducted three interviews, and am in the
process of scheduling several more.
The third task will ask design experts to caption and manually
annotate some of the image submissions from the CommYOUnity
site. The second phase will be analysis of these three data types, to
determine what the main gaps in design knowledge are.
Preliminary analysis suggests that one of the main diferences
between designers and lay-people is that designers see the world
through a prescriptive lens while lay-people’s worldview is more
descriptive. We will explore this insight more deeply, and hope to
glean additional understanding with further data and analysis.

3.3

Structurally Consistent Style Transfer for
Streetscape Images

As a stepping stone toward the complete co-creative system, I am
currently working on neural style transfer algorithms for adapting
streetscape images.
The goal of the complete system will be to encourage the creation
of tactical designs. In other words, they should be able to realistically
be realized by a small group of motivated residents. Thus, there
are certain structural elements of the scene that should remain
untouched. For instance, we should assume that buildings and
roads may not be removed. Therefore, we need the algorithm to
have some level of feature-awareness.
I frst explored methods for semantic style transfer, but the issue with current methods is that that strictly separate features
of interest—those that we wish to change—from the "background"
features—those that are to remain unchanged. In contrast, we would
like to allow changes to the pixels of the structural features that do
no compromise the underlying structure. For example, we might
allow a new tree to be added to the scene and placed in a way that
partially occludes a building without changing the building structure. This will require additional coordination between the feature
and structure layers. Thus, I am now exploring the use of scene
graphs and graph convolution, as opposed to working directly on
the images. This work is inspired heavily by the work of Want et
al. in [38].
This is work is still in the exploration phase, and does not yet
have any results.

4

CONCLUSIONS

By the end of my dissertation, I hope to have produced a complete co-creative system for designing tactical urban revitalization
projects. My work will contribute to two threads of research in HCI,
creativity and urban planning. In the creativity space, it will represent a new application for co-creative systems and add insights
regarding creativity and design thinking from the perspective of
professional urban planners. In the urban planning space, my work
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steps beyond current research on the traditional participatory process to empower ordinary citizens to envision and complete grassroots, tactical revitalization projects in their communities. Thus far,
I have worked on three projects, each representing a specifc step
toward the complete system.

5

RESEARCH SITUATION

I am a fourth year PhD candidate at the University of Southern
Californiam having completed my qualifying examinations in June
of 2020, and am advised by Dr. Barath Raghavan. During the frst
two years of my PhD I was supervised by another professor who
subsequently left the university. At this time I transitioned to working with Prof. Raghavan and moved to working in HCI. While I am
still relatively new to HCI, my previous research in behavioral game
theory and AI for social good has prepared me to begin my dissertation research on technological tools for tactical urban revitalization.
I expect to complete my PhD sometime in 2022.
My general research interest has always been computing for
social good. Under my previous advisor’s supervision I worked on
a variety of interdisciplinary projects in behavioral game theory
and AI for social good. However, I found that in the AI community,
while a concern for social good might drive the choice of problem,
the overall focus was still on the technological advancement, and
there was little to no space in publications for refection on the ramifcation of the work. I was drawn to the HCI community, because
I wanted the opportunity to dig more deeply into the implications
of the technology, and to be able to conduct research using more
human-centered methodologies like ethnography and qualitative
studies.
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